Colleagues often refer to Alan Walker as the Eric Clapton (one of the most influential musicians of the late twentieth century) of palaeoanthropology in recognition of the artistry of his science. His field discoveries filled major gaps in our knowledge of primate evolution, such as elucidating the Miocene world of Proconsul and finding the transitional 'Black Skull' of Australopithecus aethiopicus and the skeleton of a Homo erectus boy. In addition to discovering these remarkable fossils, Alan was essential in bringing a palaeobiological approach to the laboratory interpretation of their bony morphology. He used the relationships between form and function in living species as a baseline for understanding the past, he pioneered dental microwear analysis to infer diet and was an early-adopter of the use of microCT to explore the internal structure of primate ear bones. Beyond these scientific accomplishments, however, it was Alan's grace and generosity that truly set him apart from his peers. As the patriarch of an extensive intellectual family of students, postdocs and colleagues, Alan taught by example how to be intellectually creative, brave, meticulous, generous and kind. His legacy will long be felt in both the science and the culture of palaeoanthropology.
his fascination with fossils to become a scientist or his passion for painting and sculpting to lead an artist's life? His headmaster told him that art can always be a hobby but not vice versa, and with that advice, Alan applied to St John's College, Cambridge, where, after his two years of conscription in the Royal Air Force, he studied geology with the help of a scholarship from Leicester City Council.
While Alan usually recounted this story to demonstrate the serendipity of a career path, to his colleagues this tug-of-war between science and art underscores the creative artistry that he brought to his science and, consequently, the deep influence that Alan had on palaeoanthropology. Alan forever changed human origins research from a focus on the taxonomy of our ancestors-the naming and phylogenetic arrangement of organisms-to one now commonly referred to as palaeobiology, the organismal biology of extinct life forms.
Alan was the second of four boys. His father Cyril, a carpenter, and mother Edith, a homemaker, both left school at age 14, but they inspired their children to excel academically; Alan and his older brother, Trevor, were both awarded PhDs in science. Because of his working class upbringing and the pedagogical approach of the Gateway School he attended as a boy, Alan was trained in a range of manufacturing skills. Consequently, he always had the confidence and knack to repair or make from scratch the items his research needed, from repairing broken cars in Africa, to reconstructing fossils distorted by millions of years of sedimentation, to making by hand the odd piece of laboratory equipment that could do exactly what an experiment called for. His artistic talents enhanced this skillset. He could wow a lecture hall of students by hand-drawing the anatomical structures of various organisms on the chalk board while describing their evolution with words.
Geology was a tumultuous field in the 1960s. Continental drift was a new hypothesis and far from settled. Alan bore witness to the many debates between younger and older faculty at Cambridge at the time. This experience helped to hone his ability to follow the scientific evidence even when it contradicted widely-held views of established and well-respected scholars, but to challenge colleagues with courtesy rather than disrespect. Throughout his career Alan had a keen eye for new ideas and a child-like openness to new scientific insight wherever it came from, whoever proposed it and wherever it led to, and he coupled this with the gentleness needed to influence fundamentally an entire discipline.
After Cambridge, Alan intended to study fossil fish for his PhD, but owing to the happenstance of a locked door and a curmudgeonly professor on the other side, Kenneth Oakley suggested that he instead explore a relatively untouched collection of subfossil lemur skeletons from Madagascar in the holdings of the then British Museum (now the Natural History Museum). Oakley also connected Alan with the famed anatomist and palaeontologist John Napier, a physician who had started a primate research unit at the Royal Free Hospital Medical School. Napier's unit was a vibrant and exciting place, and many of the graduate students he trained, including Alan, went on to become academic superstars who drove the discipline forward. It was under Napier's tutelage that Alan developed a fascination with anatomy that formed the foundation of the next 30 years of his teaching career.
The Foundational Years: East Africa 1965-1973
In hindsight, it seems almost predestined that Alan and his family would move to East Africa. He had already identified five previously-unrecognized lemur taxa in the British Museum collections (1)* and adopted a pet bushbaby from a colleague, an animal that brought him into a circle of like-minded bushbaby enthusiasts that included Kenneth Oakley and David Attenborough (FRS 1983) . Before Alan had even defended his PhD thesis at the University of London (2), he was offered a position to teach anatomy at the medical school associated with Makerere University College in Kampala, Uganda. By chance, his older brother, Trevor, who had pursued PhD research in plant genetics, was already living in Uganda. Alan decided quickly to move his then-wife Rikki and young son Simon to Kampala in 1965 ( figure 3 ). Being in East Africa brought with it remarkable opportunities for Alan to enhance his PhD research with empirical observation of living animals, especially bushbabies and pottos (3, 8) , such as the two bushbabies that lived in a cage in his yard, from which he recorded daily locomotory patterns. Soon after he arrived in Uganda, Alan attended a lecture by Paul Martin, who proposed the hypothesis that humans were responsible for the recent mass-extinction of * Numbers in this form refer to the bibliography at the end of the text. large mammals around the world. Alan suggested that the extinct subfossil lemurs he studied for his PhD were most likely the victims of human over-kill as well (4) , including the large now-extinct lemur Megaladapis edwardsi he identified as a graduate student in London. He joined Martin and others on a trip to Madagascar to see first-hand lemurs in the wild and to collect additional subfossils (40). This was a life-changing expedition that set the stage for Alan's uncanny ability to use knowledge of wild-living primates to understand the lives of their, and our, fossil ancestors.
In addition to teaching anatomy at the medical school and his studies of the locomotion of living lemurs and lorises, Alan continued to pursue his passion for fossils that had begun when he was an elementary-school boy. He and Bill Bishop explored a handful of fossil sites in Uganda (5-7, 9, 10, 12), and he followed the literature carefully. His keen eye for morphology was obvious from early in his career. For example, he noticed that the famous palaeontologist George Gaylord Simpson ForMemRS had misidentified large bat fossils from Kenya and Uganda as the primate Propotto (11); after politely pointing out the mistake to Simpson via a letter, the famous palaeontologist graciously encouraged Alan to publish the correct identification on his own (though debate on this fossil continues, Gunnell et al. 2018 ).
Alan's teaching contract at Makerere University College came to an end in 1966, and he and his family left Uganda just as Idi Amin was rising in power. Alan joined the anatomy faculty in the medical school at the University of Nairobi in Kenya. Although he had met Louis Leakey while in Uganda, during his time in Nairobi Alan came to know the Leakey family well. He teamed up with Louis and Mary Leakey's second son, Richard Leakey (FRS 2007), and found his research interests shifting from lemurs and lorises to hominids, the primates on the human side of the split with chimpanzees ca 7 million years ago (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . At the time, Alan was busy teaching and was unable to do much fieldwork, but Richard came to rely on him as a colleague independent of his father's research team, and their collaboration for the next 20 years or so came to be one of the most influential within the science of palaeoanthropology.
As for many scientists, Alan's research interests were deeply intertwined with his personal life-from moving his family from London to East Africa, to the animals that lived with them in their home. Alan's first wife, Rikki, was also interested in bones and was party to his artistic approach. She dedicated many years to photographing and, from these photographs, sketching the postcranial bones of mammals in eastern Africa. Mrs Walker's bone book became and remains a staple of most field palaeoanthropologists working in eastern Africa (Walker 1985) . But over time, the marriage became increasingly strained, and Rikki ultimately returned to England with their son, Simon.
Around this same time, the chair of anatomy at Harvard Medical School, Don Fawcett, visited the University of Nairobi to serve as an external examiner for one of the anatomy programmes. During this visit, Alan was introduced to Fawcett's cell biology, which employed a new high-powered visualization tool, the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Alan was enthralled and thought the machine might be used to study the microscopic surfaces of fossils, especially tooth enamel. Work on lemurs and lorises half a century earlier had suggested that more closely related species had more similar enamel, and Alan thought the SEM might reveal subtle variations in microscopic structure that could be used to work out relatedness of species. He arranged for some time on the new SEM at Cambridge during his next leave from Nairobi and, armed with some teeth, set out to test his hypothesis.
Alan did not find the differences he was hoping for, but discovered something else instead-scratches and pits carved into the wear surfaces on the teeth. He reasoned that these were related to chewing, and that their patterning might be used to reconstruct diet. Alan began to sketch out a natural experiment-he would need closely related living species that live in the same habitat and have teeth of similar size and shape (to control for dental form) but distinctly different diets. Such a species-pair would be the ideal way to test whether differences in dietary abrasiveness could explain variation in the scratches and pits he observed on the teeth. Alan described the idea to Henrick Hoeck over a beer at a pub in Nairobi. At the time, Hoeck was visiting from the Serengeti Research Institute, where he studied hyraxes. The two hatched a plan that would lead ultimately to back-to-back papers in Science (23; Deniro & Epstein 1978) and the birth of a new approach to the study of teeth-dental microwear analysis. But the implementation of the research plan would have to wait until later in Alan's career, when he had regular access to an SEM.
The move to the United States: Harvard University 1973-1978
Don Fawcett ultimately offered Alan a six-month position at Harvard to determine whether he might like living in the United States. Given that Alan's marriage to Rikki had recently ended and his contract with the University of Nairobi was coming to a close, the opportunity for a major change was a welcome one. Alan arrived in Boston in October of 1973 and soon moved into a permanent position on the faculty as part of an intellectually exciting circle of anatomists (figures 4 and 5).
Although he had moved thousands of miles away from Kenya, this new position ironically gave him the time and resources to expand his Kenyan fieldwork. For the next 20 years Alan focused on the discovery of fossils spanning nearly 25 million years, from the late Oligocene through to the Plio-Pleistocene. His first major field project was at the Miocene-aged site of Fort Ternan (21, 25). It was through this fieldwork that he was introduced to Pat Shipman, then a PhD student at New York University, who came to study the taphonomy of the fossils recovered from the site (25). While Pat and Alan both vividly remember their first meeting at the National Museum in Nairobi, as Alan was reconstructing the newly-found and now iconic KNM-ER 1813 hominid skull, neither remembers that our colleague Tim White, then a young graduate student learning how to reconstruct fossils from Alan, was also in the room. Tim still chuckles over his increasing invisibility as the two of them took notice of each other. Pat and Alan married in the spring of 1976 (figure 6), and soon Alan's son Simon, then a teenager, moved from England to live with them in Boston.
Test of the single-species hypothesis
Alan's artistic and scientific skills provided him with an uncanny knack for putting broken fossils back together. In one example of this, he famously cracked open the nearly complete skull of a Homo erectus, KNM-ER 3733, with a sledge hammer (taking advantage of natural fracture lines) in order to clean out the inside of the fossil. This skull derives from the same 1.7 million-year-old sediments as another cranium, KNM-ER 406. This latter specimen is a distinctly different creature, known as Australopithecus boisei (this species is alternatively referred to as Paranthropus boisei by some palaeoanthropologists; however, Alan always included it in Australopithecus so we follow his approach to the taxonomy here). These two fossil crania, recovered unequivocally from the same time and place, were the first incontrovertible evidence that more than one hominid species lived contemporaneously (22). The idea of our lineage having much taxonomic diversity is now commonplace, but at the time this evidence proved momentous, and Alan's bold approach to fossil discovery and preparation was a key factor in the process.
Creating a new anatomy: Johns Hopkins Medical School 1978-1995
In 1978, Alan made a seemingly radical decision to decline an offer of tenure at Harvard University to move to Johns Hopkins University Medical School to run the gross anatomy side of the Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy. Again, his scientific creativity was the driver, as this move provided him with the opportunity to completely rebuild the anatomy programme. He ultimately pulled together a power-house faculty of palaeontologists, anthropologists and developmental biologists with an emphasis in skeletal biology and evolution. Many of today's prominent evolutionary biologists in the United States either were trained as graduate students or postdoctoral researchers, or were members of Alan's hand-picked faculty from that time. The mark that these years at Johns Hopkins' Anatomy programme had on palaeoanthropology and palaeontology in the United States is still felt widely today and served as a model for placing palaeontologists into departments of anatomy.
The foundation of dental microwear analysis Among the first scholarly tasks Alan took on after his move to Johns Hopkins was the establishment and development of dental microwear analysis as a technique for reconstructing diet. He and his laboratory technician, Linda Perez, had begun the microwear study of Henrick Hoeck's hyraxes at Harvard (23), but the work was completed soon after their arrival in Baltimore. Bush hyraxes eat bits of bushes and trees year-round. Rock hyraxes do too, at least during the dry season, but they switch to grass during the rainy season. Alan and Perez found that the biting surfaces of molars of bush hyraxes and dry-season rock hyraxes were finely polished, whereas those of rainy-season rock hyraxes were covered with scratches. They also found 'smoking gun' grass phytoliths (naturally occurring bits of silica) in the faeces of rainyseason rock hyraxes to explain those scratches. Microwear seemed to reflect diet differences both between species and between seasons. Alan set up a microwear laboratory and hired a series of postdocs and junior faculty to develop this promising new approach. He and Kathleen Gordon established the protocol and worked out the details (28) and, along with Mark Teaford, Alan began to quantify distinctive patterns of scratching and pitting associated with specific diets in living primates that could be used as a baseline to interpret microwear on fossil teeth (33) . Briefly stated, pits meant hard foods, scratches meant softer, often tougher ones. He and his team applied the new technique to a broad range of taxa, from fossil giraffes to sabretooth cats (31, 35).
Kenyan fieldwork: human evolution through the Plio-Pleistocene
This period of Alan's career also marked an incredible 'hot streak' in palaeoanthropological fieldwork. The fossils that Richard Leakey and Alan recovered from the sediments of Lake Turkana tested numerous hypotheses about human evolution and expanded our knowledge at an astounding pace. We highlight three of these.
The skeleton of a Homo erectus teenage boy. The most spectacular of these discoveries is the partial skeleton of a Homo erectus teenage boy, KNM-WT 15000, who lived ca 1.53 million years ago. This fossil was first discovered in 1984, but it took four years to complete the excavation ( figures 7, 8 and 9 ). The ultimate scientific treatment of the skeleton was published in a monograph that was unlike any that preceded it. Again, showing Alan's creative approach to the science, each chapter in the monograph delves into an aspect of this boy's life as discerned through the size and shape of his bones (37). Teaming up with his wife and (38) , for which they were awarded the Rhône-Poulenc prize.
The KNM-WT 17000 skull. This was a transitional fossil if ever there was one. In 1985, as the excavation of the Homo erectus skeleton was well under way, Pat and Alan were both in the field and had, just the two of them, gone off to extract a hippo skull from the sediments. Alan disappeared for a few moments to investigate another fossil, but returned with sly look While the fossil record is rich with transitional fossils, within human evolution there is perhaps none as impressive as the one that has come to be known as the 'Black Skull'. The KNM-WT 17000 cranium reveals morphology intermediate between Australopithecus afarensis and the derived, cranio-dentally specialized 'nutcracker', Australopithecus boisei (30). This fossil was such a favourite with aficionados of palaeoanthropology that one time Alan returned from a public lecture in the mid 1990s a bit rattled. He described meeting a young woman who had KNM-WT 17000's likeness tattooed on her thigh. But he should have expected that others would be as struck with the aesthetics of this remarkable fossil, given that he himself drove a jet black Lotus sports car with the licence plate 'WT17 K' for many years.
A new species Australopithecus anamensis. As Richard Leakey moved his attentions to conservation work in Kenya, Alan's last field project was in collaboration with Richard's wife, Meave Leakey. They focused their efforts on ca 4 million-year-old sediments around Lake Turkana, Kenya, ultimately recovering fossils that revealed a new episode in human evolution and a new species, Australopithecus anamensis, the oldest known of the genus (39), providing evidence of the transition from the more primitive genus Ardipithecus to the later species of Australopithecus.
Kenyan fieldwork: the Miocene life and times of Proconsul
To the colleagues who knew him well, it always seemed as though Alan was never as enamoured with the hominid fossils as was the world around him. While his eye for morphology and deep knowledge of comparative anatomy proved to be essential to the success of the Lake Turkana hominid research effort, Alan spoke equally if not more passionately about bushbabies, lemurs and the Miocene ape Proconsul. For more than 20 years he led a project that delved into a curious assemblage of fossils from Rusinga Island on the shores of Lake Victoria. This project began in 1983 when Alan noticed Proconsul fossils that John Napier returned to Nairobi after borrowing them for study, fossils that Alan was familiar with from his PhD years (27). Alan was curious and collected every Proconsul fossil in the museum in Nairobi with the help of Martin Pickford (29). The large collection provided a window to the Miocene that Alan could not resist opening. He and Pickford returned to the site and, through meticulous work of removing bones from the blocks left behind by Louis Leakey's earlier field crew, they ultimately recovered virtually all of the skeleton of KNM-RU 2036, the most complete Miocene hominoid known from Africa (36) . The team also discovered the Kasawanga Primate Site (32). Eventually, Alan and his team figured out that the strange preservation and geological features were the remains of a tree trunk from a Miocene forest in which lived these amazing precursors to modern apes. The re-telling of this story was one that his graduate students and postdocs never tired of hearing, as Alan wove together the field and lab research into a web of historical events and chance happenings that together make one of the most fascinating scientific tales in palaeontology. As with the Homo erectus skeleton, he eventually teamed up with Pat Shipman to put to paper this mesmerizing story of scientific study and intrigue in the book The ape in the tree (43) , which remains one of LJH's favourite non-fiction books.
Penn State University 1995-2010: the shape of the inner ear Alan often said that you do not really understand human anatomy until you have taught it for 20 years. After 30 years of teaching gross anatomy at medical schools, Alan had become bored and wanted to teach in his own research field. Plus, as he liked to point out, the closer you get to being a cadaver yourself, the less you want to cut them up. And with this, Alan packed up shop in 1995 and moved to the Pennsylvania State University to join the departments of anthropology and biology. With this move, Alan was able to pursue a new fascination, micro computed tomography (microCT).
During his years at Penn State, Alan remained eager to bring in new technology to extract even more information from fossils. In collaboration with Fred Spoor and others, Alan utilized the data from computed tomography (CT) scans to reveal that the size and orientation of the tiny canals in the inner ear correlate with locomotion (45, 46) . With this insight, Alan's research career came full circle. His last peer-reviewed publications included data from CT scans of the inner ears and cranial bones of Hadropithecus, a fossil lemur from Madagascar (47). In addition to learning about the locomotion of Hadropithecus, these scans demonstrated that two frontal bones recently found from Andrahomana Cave in Madagascar belonged to a partial skull in the collections at Vienna. With the new technology and Alan's artistic skills and immense understanding of morphology, he was able to create a 3D composite of this creature, reuniting pieces of its skull after a century on different continents.
Walker's legacy
For those of us who had the great fortune to work with Alan, one of the most indelible memories that stays with us was his unabashed excitement for the scientific process. Well into his sixties, when many of his age-mates had retired, Alan was dashing around the department showing everyone the CT scans of the three semi-circular canals his group had just produced. Alan's remarkable intellect was paired with a humility that kept the science in focus. Palaeoanthropology can be described as a team sport dominated by strong egos. Alan recoiled from the self-promotion and rancour that feeds this. Rather than engaging in hyperbole, he often communicated sentiment through stories that kept his mentees professionally focused, inspired and intellectually nurtured. Through his example, we learned to be generous, kind and humble.
Alan also demonstrated a fearlessness to innovate to find ever better tools for the job, like the confocal profiler one of us (PSU) uses today for the new microwear texture analysis (41, 44) . He taught by example that a tool or piece of equipment you need but cannot buy can always be made. From the jerry-rigged manual centrifuge Alan's former postdoc Mary Silcox still uses to make bubble-free replicas of tiny fossil primates to the sliding depth-reader he hand-crafted to measure baboon teeth surrounded in gingiva (for LJH; Hlusko et al. 2002) , Alan demonstrated by example that we should all think creatively and not be afraid to use our hands.
Similarly, he encouraged and demonstrated intellectual fearlessness. While many researchers hold their science close to their chests and are hesitant to venture into new disciplines, scientific creativity and synthesis pervaded every conversation in Alan's lab, office and around the dinner table he shared with Pat (figure 10). Alan often let his colleagues apply the patience required to pursue those ideas, a practice that led to a wealth of collaborations across a broad swath of the natural sciences-from the bone-collecting practice of ants (24) , to diagnosing hypervitaminosis A in Homo erectus (26) , to exploring the costs of becoming a predator (34) , to investigating the evolution of throwing (42) , to probing the strength versus speed of apes and humans (48).
But most of all, Alan and Pat created and modelled a true intellectual family. Their home was a warm and intellectually stimulating place. They regularly hosted dinners-which, over time, developed a notoriously strict departure time of 9pm-that shaped how students and colleagues approach the scientific endeavour. These dinners were rich with new ideas, brilliant visiting scholars, faculty from across the academy and the occasional demand for a student to identify the bone on their plate. Alan also appreciated the entirety of a person's life, encouraging hobbies outside of the lab. As a graduate student perhaps too-focused on her work, Alan would hand LJH novels to read as a way to get her head out of the science. As LJH approached the end of her time in graduate school, she confessed to Alan her sadness that she would never be able to repay him for all that he had done for her. Alan replied that repayment would be made to the next generation-to do for her students what he did for her. To this day, all Alan's mentees carry this view of the academy. We strive to instill in future generations of scientists the creative and enthusiastic, but kind and humble, aspirational view of science that was Alan Walker's palaeoanthropology. Judging by the number of students who never met him but who reached out with condolences at the passing of their intellectual grandfather, it is clear that his legacy will be deeply and long-felt.
Major Awards and Honours
Alan Walker is one of the few scientists who have been inducted as a Fellow of the Royal Society, a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a Foreign Member 
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